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About This Content

Welcome to Age of Empires II HD: The African Kingdoms; the second new official expansion for the Age of Empires II
universe in over 16 years. Challenge friends with four additional civilizations, new units, ships and technologies. Fight your way

through the African continent with four campaigns and obliterate your opponents with a fresh batch of units under your
command!

4 New Civilizations

Berbers – Unite the tribes of Northern Africa and set sail for Europe. Can you hold your ground against the
scrambled kingdoms of Iberia?

Malians – Follow in the footsteps of the great Mansa Musa and become the greatest king of Western Africa.

Ethiopians – Relive the glory of the once mighty Aksumite empire and rule over the Red Sea.

Portuguese – Set sail for the new world, discover new routes to unknown lands and expand your trade routes to
the mighty African empires.

4 New, Fully Voiced Campaigns
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Tariq ibn Ziyad: Prepare to lead an army of Berbers and Arabs across the sea to Iberia, to defeat the fearsome
Visigoths and bring the banners of war to the powerful Merovingian kingdom.

Sundjata: Said to possess a magical instrument that guarantees victory, Sumanguru, King of the Sosso, is poised
to forge a new empire. Can you help Sundjata, the crippled prince of Mali, defy the odds, defeat Sumanguru, and
become the most powerful ruler of West Africa?

Francisco de Almeida: Daring Portugese explorers have returned from India and given hope of glories and wealth
unachievable in the Old World. Can you lead an armada to the East and forge an empire that spans three
continents and two oceans?

Yodit: The beautiful princess Yodit has a promising future at the Aksumite court. But when her jealous nephew
accuses her of theft, Yodit is forced to flee her home country. Witness how exile shaped this fallen princess into
a mighty queen.

New Generic Units and Technologies

Arrowslits – Increase the power of your Towers and Keeps as they hail arrows down upon your foes.

Arson – Help your infantry units burn enemy buildings to the ground with this new Castle Age research.

Fire Galley – Bring fires to the attack earlier in the game with this new Feudal Age ship.

Siege Tower – Hide units inside the tower and help them scale your opponents walls.

Sudden Death Game Mode

Be prepared to defend your town center in this new game mode. Each player only gets one, and if you lose it, it’s
game over!

Improved AI

10 New Special Maps

8 New Real World Maps

5 New Random Maps

10 New terrains

New Scenario Editor Objects

Twitch.tv Streaming Integration

Spectator Mode
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Title: Age of Empires II HD: The African Kingdoms
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
SkyBox Labs, Forgotten Empires
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 5 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows Vista, 7, 8 Pro+

Processor:1.2GHZ CPU

Memory:1 GB RAM

Graphics:Direct X 9.0c Capable GPU

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space
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All the run-and-gun action of the original A.R.E.S. with some reworked mechanics that work in the game's favor. First, there is
only one type of scrap now. This means that you no longer need to grind for the 3 different types like you did in the original.
Second, you now have to find upgrade chips before you are able to build the upgrade. This effectively stops players from getting
really overpoowered too early on. Third, there are some reworked levels. Those can be good or bad depending on your opinions.
Finally, there's the added character Taurus. He's more tanky than ARES, and all of his weapons are shorter ranged, but with
more area of effect and a slightly different story line. Overall, this game is on par with the original, if not a little bit better.
However, it would be definitely better if they would add in the Berserker suit and soundtrack already!. spent money to boost my
deck into getting defeted quickly. dont waste your money. Now, full disclosure, I am friends with the creator of this game, and
had watched he work on this, and I play tested this when it was still in the early stages. So take my review with a grain of salt if
you would like.

Now that that's out of the way, I will say I greatly enjoyed the final product Michael made. It's come a long way from the early
builds I helped test. The puzzels are stream lined with out being too diffuclt (Though granted I knew how to get past the ones I
got stuck on before), but having the right leve of challenge to give me pause to think about the solution.
The only issue I had would be some minor sound issus .

Over all it's a fun and quick game to play, and worth checking out.

. this game is very interesting and unique, and peacfull i like it, and this is coming from someone who likes shooting and action.
Grate job who ever made the game :) thanks for making it i give 5 star. For a prototype made by 2 people , it was really good.
Awesome that they kept working and released 3 games in the "Doorways" series.. After the first tutorials - that game is very
good already!. Very impressed so far!! Definitely my favourite vr archery game keep it up guys :). Some achievements are
ridiculous and, unlike Pixel Puzzles Japan, I don't think the art of the puzzles are nice. Also, it works almost the same as PP
Japan with the point and click to select pieces and it does have some flaws.

The menu mini-game need a pause button, because its achievements are ridiculous! Ohhh, maybe it is a good idea to make the
player kill 5000 zombies. In a sit. Which takes more than 1:30 hours.... Nie\u017ale. I absolutely love this game. One of the
earliest memories i have is my dad loading this up for me to play on the family computer and might of even been the reason ive
been playing videogames for the past 26 years or so since! still a great game that is fun to play and brings back so many things
that i forgot i knew about this game. thanks for the fond memories
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This is the second best two-finger arcade game ever, after One Finger Death Punch.

It's one of those use-thrusters-to-take-off-and-land-in-the-right-spot games that have been around forever, but it's exciting,
rewarding, and really clever with the use of weapons, obstacles, and upgrades. Get it,. Game\/10. Good game. good play. very
scary, and only getting better.. Fun Simple Game, Clever mechanics.. Odd sense of humor and graphics that reminds me of old
Sierra games. Fun.. Review of the Game: https:\/\/youtu.be\/ITVX0EG1mYg

My take on this game is that it has potential and a lot of similar aspects that make up a survival simulation.
Has unique features with finding chests but could do with a lot of work, but hopefully will continue to get better with more
support.
Quite bare bones with what can be done but as said still early access so hopefully over time more crafting mechanics and
enemies will become present. Would recommend more once the game has further updates to increase playability.
Also has permadeath which adds more to the survival element though should be an option.. Old school adventure platforming
love letter, without carbon copying everything.

Contrary to other comments, I don't find the game at all difficult - but I actually grew up conquering Zelda 2 to the point where
it was actually easy, so the game is understandibly challenging(without feeling cheap)

Original and a very, very good title. Kudos!. Movement in VR is still a pickle they are trying to dig out of the bottom of the jar.
Games like this have a solution and that is you sit in a vehicle, very clever. However, sitting in a vehicle and seeing movement
but not felling movement (inner ear) causes motion sickness. This is the one and only game I experienced any motion sickness
with.

Great game, best enjoyed in 10minute bursts...or on dramamine.. Not only do half of the items you're searching for require you
to click just so (not even in hidden object segments, but puzzles and even picking things up) but some of the puzzles involve
things like being able to distinguish between four slightly different shades of green while only letting you view one at a time.
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